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Barracuda Networks provides image-based backup solutions that protect server applications on
physical machines. Barracuda Networks physical image backup lets you back up physical machines as
volume-level images.

You have the options of backing up volumes and revisions with:

Physical Imaging Standard backup
Physical Imaging Rapid Recovery backup

Physical Imaging Standard backup and Physical Imaging Rapid Recovery are different components of
a complete data protection strategy for Physical Imaging environments. Both can be used in your
environment to provide multiple levels of protection.

Standard provides offsite, secure, and fewer backups.

Rapid Recovery provides onsite, rapid failover, and frequent replication. Rapid Recovery backups can
be set to run every 15 minutes, and a default 96 revisions provides 24 hours of recoverable data.

Depending on customer needs, both can be used to provide coverage and redundancy in virtual
machine protection.

Use Standard when:

You would like to save a full image copy of your volumes and revisions offsite in case of a
disaster.
You are in a single-host environment.
Data encryption (both in the cloud and locally) is a requirement.
The customer is sensitive to recovery time objective (RTO) and has standby hardware.
You are backing up locally and off-site (off-site only is fine if using Rapid Recovery) for DR
scenarios.

Use Rapid Recovery when:

You have multiple hosts (you have a second host to be used for recovery volumes and
revisions).
You have tighter recovery point objective (RPO) requirements and need to back up your
volumes and revisions more frequently.
You need to have your volumes and revisions running and accessible quickly after VM or host
failure locally.
Partners cannot afford high availability because of the hardware or software expense. The
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expense of a Rapid Recovery server is far less than for a high-availability server.

Specific Restrictions and Recommendations

The following list provides restrictions and recommendations for imaging configurations.

Do not back up to a disk local to the machine you are protecting because it does not provide
adequate protection in the event of hardware failure.
Review Barracuda' restore options. One restore type may be preferable over another depending
on:

The environment to which you need to restore.
Your customers' recovery time objectives.

To ensure incremental backups run quickly, disable any scheduled Disk Defragmenter tasks. A
defragmented disk negatively affects backup performance. The disk defragmenter processes:

Cause the ECHOplatform agent to detect more changes to a disk than have actually
occurred.
Increase the amount of time required to determine changed blocks.
Cause incremental backups to run longer than expected.

Running disk defragmenter prior to running an image backup can greatly improve the
performance of your first and subsequent image backups. Run the disk defragmenter on any
disk containing volumes selected to be backed up before running your first image backup. Do
not schedule disk defragmenter jobs for these disks.
If you have a system running either SQL or Exchange then do the following:

Use the Exchange and SQL plugins so that the logs truncate.
Enable processes to enable the applications to manage logs, such as circular logging in
Exchange.
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